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Introduction
Advances in medical imaging technology often enable increased
information density for a given study. This may result from increased
spatial resolution, facilitating greater anatomical detail, or increased
contrast resolution allowing evaluation of more subtle structures
than previously possible. An increased temporal image acquisition
rate will also increase the study information content. Finally, new
technologies may enable visualization or quantification of additional
tissue properties or contrast mechanisms. However, such technological advances, while potentially improving the diagnostic benefits of
a study typically result in increased total study time, defined as the
combination of acquisition, processing and interpretation times.
Thus, there is a seemingly intuitive and necessary compromise
between increased information density and imaging department
resources.
Knowledge-based workflow applications, exclusive to Siemens
ACUSON™ ultrasound systems, facilitate increased information
density with simultaneous reduction in total study time. In addition,
these applications may yield decreased inter-user variability and
more accurate quantitative image-based measurements. These
benefits result from a combination of process automation and
information filtering, as well as innovative analysis of ultrasound
data. While each application targets a specific clinical imaging task,
they share the common methodology of transforming raw imaging
data, through heuristic knowledge-based algorithms, into clinically
relevant information. This enables users to spend less time interacting
with an image volume to extract the clinical information it contains.
It is important to understand the difference between knowledgebased algorithms and conventional image processing methods.
Conventional image processing applies mathematical filters to
perform tasks such as border detection or contrast manipulation.
These methods are typically limited in their ability to adapt to the
information context contained within an image.
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Figure 1a. Unlike a human observer, conventional image processing methods cannot locate
the target shape (upper left) within this image.
However, a knowledge-based algorithm will
accommodate heuristic factors such as head
rotation, facial expression, lighting conditions,
population similarities, and others in identifying the most likely location of the target shape
(dashed circle) within the image.

Figure 1b. A knowledge-based transformation
requires experience and the heuristic ability to
accommodate spatial and feature variations
(head orientation, facial expression, scene
lighting, etc.) as well as population similarities
(common facial landmarks including eyes,
nose, mouth, etc.).

For example, consider an image depicting three people
as well as background objects such as furniture and other
room features (Figure 1a). The challenge is to determine
the presence or absence of a particular individual in this
scene, based on a reference image demonstrating only
a frontal view of her head. Conventional image processing techniques may involve searching the scene image
for regions highly corresponding to the reference image.
Assuming all three people in the scene are depicted in
frontal view, and allowances are made for subtle differences such as image noise and zoom, a conventional
approach may succeed. However, in the likely case where
compared to the reference image, the subject heads are
oriented differently, their facial expressions are different,

and lighting is different, a conventional approach will
fail. In contrast, a knowledge-based approach will first
search the scene for regions corresponding to human
heads. Next, each scene head will be transformed to
match the orientation, expression and lighting of the
reference image. While there are general similarities
among the three depicted heads (such as the common
facial landmarks of eyes, nose, mouth, etc.), these image
regions will be specifically examined for expected
population variations. Finally, the transformed scene
regions will be compared to the reference image. Thus,
a knowledge-based approach is able to accommodate
both variations in spatial orientation and features as
well as population similarities (Figure 1b).
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Figure 2. syngo eSieCalcs software –
automated segmentation results for a
hetrogenous, but mostly hypoechoic,
breast lesion featuring an intricate border
contour. The lesion is outlined and its
greatest diameter noted visually (dotted
line). In addition, circumference, area
(or volume), and greatest diameter are
automatically computed and displayed.

In contrast to conventional image processing techniques,
a knowledge-based algorithm accommodates a much
larger array of practical scenarios, as well as potentially
demonstrates greater sensitivity and specificity. These
advantages directly result from the knowledge-based
algorithm’s ability to apply context specific heuristic
processing strategies.
The benefits of knowledge-based algorithms require
advanced technical implementation compared with
conventional methods. In particular, knowledge-based
transformations of data rely on experience to understand
and perform the necessary manipulations of image information. While intuitive to a human observer, experience is
challenging to implement algorithmically. However, using advanced intelligent algorithms methodologies and a
large database of human expert-based data, algorithms
may be trained as to simulate the behavior of an expert
human observer interacting with data. This approach is
very useful for problems for which a very large set of
parameters must be considered simultaneously, and a
given parameter’s importance may vary or is relatively
small. Alternatively, an algorithm may be programmed
to implement a heuristic concept-based approach for a
specific task, using parameters mirroring expert behavior.
Similar to a human specialist, a knowledge-based algorithm is highly effective in performing the context
specific task for which it is optimized and trained. In
contrast, more universal image processing algorithms,
such as simple border detection methods, are more
generically applicable but typically much less effective.

Knowledge-based applications improve workflow by
using an approach that automates various clinical
imaging tasks. The diverse potential of this technology
is demonstrated through three knowledge-base
applications, spanning the clinical fields of: general
imaging, cardiology and obstetrics.

syngo eSieCalcs Native Tracing Software
Image segmentation is often a complex task, but
very useful for a variety of clinical imaging scenarios.
The most common clinical purpose is delineation and
measurement of anatomical or pathological structures.
For example, the dimensions of a breast lesion may
affect the diagnostic and treatment protocols
(Figure 2). Images may be manually segmented by
tracing the apparent boundary of a structure. However,
two human observers may differ as to the exact location
of a given boundary segment. Alternatively, instead of
segmenting the entire boundary, measurement values
may be estimated by visually identifying the largest
diameter of a structure. This approach is also vulnerable
to differences among human observers in addition to
providing a less accurate estimate of parameters such
as area. Further, manual methods often become
impractical when the segmentation task is extended
to three dimensions due to the time required to
delineate a single structure in multiple slice images.
Automated image or volume segmentation potentially
eliminates inter-observer variability, provides more
accurate estimates of lesion dimensions, and reduces
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Figure 3. syngo eSieCalcs software algorithm examines many paths between various points within an image. Each path is assigned
a cost depending on the magnitude of grayscale value transitions encountered along its course. Multiple low cost paths between two
points (orange) indicate these points belong to the same region. Few or no low cost paths between two points (orange and blue)
indicate they belong to different regions.
Figure 4. syngo Auto LH – Automated segmentation of the left atrial and ventricular endocardial border is performed throughout the
cardiac cycle. Using this information, chamber ejection fractions are computed and volumes are visualized through time.

study time. However, implementation of an automated
ultrasound image segmentation method requires careful
consideration of several common challenges. First, structures vary greatly in size and shape. Second, boundaries
defined by tissue contrast are often non-continuous,
perhaps due to regions with no apparent difference
between the structure and its background. Third, physical
acquisition limitations such as speckle and noise may
obscure precise boundary locations. Finally, the structure
itself may be internally heterogeneous in appearance.
These challenges may greatly limit the application of
simple border detection algorithms. However, a human
observer is able to overcome these challenges through
heuristic consideration of the target structure’s whole
appearance, as well as experience in defining similar
structures.
There are three steps for the syngo® eSieCalcs™ native
tracing software algorithm that emulate expert human
behavior. First, a marker is manually placed within the
structure of interest and an approximate boundary is
determined using grayscale contrast information. This is
similar to a human observer’s initial glance at the image as
to visually approximate the structure’s size and configuration. Second, the structure is segmented in detail within

the 2D plane the marker was placed (Figure 3). This is
similar to a human observer carefully tracing a boundary.
Much like the human expert, the algorithm is resistant to
discontinuities due to low contrast boundary segment,
using adjacent well-defined boundaries as reference
points for guidance. Third, the structure is segmented
in three dimensions using the original 2D plane as a
starting point. This is similar to a human observer
manually adjusting the view plane and tracing the
structure along multiple reformatted views using
experience of the structure’s appearance from the original
tracing. The interested reader is referred to a more
detailed explanation of the applications’s operation1,2.

syngo Auto Left Heart
Delineation of the left atrium and ventricle is required
for accurate computation of clinically important ejection
fraction values, as well as systolic or diastolic phase
volumes (Figure 4). However, consistent and reliable
performance of this task requires significant clinical
experience. There are many challenges including
varying tissue contrast, image speckle, inter-user
variability, selection of appropriate images and
time required.
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Figure 5. Robust information fusion – Learned shape and motion models of the heart are applied to track the endocardium throughout
the cardiac cycle. They help to constrain the possible location of the endocardium within the uncertainty estimated by the system.

An automated method for segmentation of the left
heart can address these challenges, but is difficult to
implement using conventional image processing techniques. While a single conventional method, for example
relying on border detection, may be optimal for one image,
it is poorly suited for images with signal drop-out along a
boundary. Similarly, a method that relies on detection of
a specific shape, for example, the typical left ventricular
endocardial curve, may fail in cases where an image
does not sufficiently conform to the expected geometry.
In contrast to conventional methods, a technology
termed learned pattern recognition (LPR) analyzes
human expert behavior in many case examples, develops
a model of this behavior, and subsequently applies it to
new data. syngo® Auto Left Heart (Auto LH) implements
the LPR method for automated measurements of clinical
cardiac function values3. For this, a database of over
10,000 case images depicting the left ventricle and
atrium was reviewed and left heart chamber contours
segmented by human experts. These cases featured
both physiologic and a variety of pathologic states (wall
motion abnormalities, heart failure, dyssynchrony, etc.)
encountered in adult echocardiography practice.

When presented with a new case, consisting of multiple
images depicting the heart in motion, the LPR algorithm
examines the first image for features such as the basal
mitral annuli and midseptral region, which are common
among almost all database cases. These features are
utilized to recognize the heart’s location and orientation
within the image, as well as an estimate of the approximate shape of the left atrium and ventricle. This is similar
to a human observer’s initial global glance at the image for
orientation. Next, the algorithm will search the database
for the subset of contours most similar to the current case.
The subset is combined to form a new model of the left
heart shape4. This is similar to a human observer drawing
upon their experience of previous cases and anatomical
knowledge as to identify the contours present in the
current case. Next, the contour is automatically tracked
throughout the cardiac cycle using a technique called
robust information fusion (Figure 5)5,6. Using both shape
and motion models learned from the database, and most
similar to the current case, the endocardium is tracked
through all images. The model-based method allows the
algorithm to constrain the search for the endocardial
contour to a region based on both previous frames as
well as anticipated movement. This approach minimizes
uncertainly in locating the endocardial contour, even
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Figure 6. syngo Auto OB measurements – Knowledge-based automatic identification of fetal anatomy, such
as the fetal head, allows instantaneous calculation of fetal biometric parameters including the head circumference (HC) and the biparietal diameter (BPD).

for image frames demonstrating signal dropout or other
limitations. Overall, this method is similar to a human
expert applying experience-based knowledge of typical
cardiac motion as well as cues from previously studied
frames as to identify relevant anatomy in a given frame.
Finally, based on the identified endocardial contours for
the entire study, chamber volumes are computed and visually plotted with respect to time. Automated analysis of
the time-volume curves yields the end-diastole and endsystole locations. Using this information, clinical values
such as chamber ejection fractions are also automatically
computed.

syngo Auto OB Measurements
Fetal biometric measurements such as head circumference (HC) and crown-rump length (CRL) must both be
accurate and precise to be clinically relevant (Figure 6).
Thus, they must be both correct and consistent across
a range of users. There are many factors that affect the
appearance of fetal anatomy on sonographic images
including fetal posture or position, scanning technique,
signal drop-out and speckle pattern. In addition, there
is potential for variation even between two users performing the same measurement on the same image.
Automation of fetal biometric measurements reduces

inter-user variability as well as exam time. However,
automation requires both correct identification of the
relevant anatomy, as well as identification of specific
points required for computation of standard measurements. Unlike a human observer with a conceptual
understanding of fetal appearance, conventional image
processing techniques cannot accommodate the highly
variable appearance of a given fetal anatomical feature.
In contrast to conventional methods, a statistical
pattern classifier does not depend on the presence of
specific constant features for identification of anatomical
landmarks. Instead, a large database of human expert
labeled images is first analyzed using a machine learning
algorithm (Figure 7). Using the label information, the
algorithm learns of image features associated with the
target anatomy. These regions are termed “positive”, and
are defined by distinct grayscale properties. In addition,
the algorithm learns of potential image features that
may appear on the same image but are not related to the
target anatomy. These are termed “negative” regions, and
may also contain distinct features such as grayscale
edges or contrast differences, but not in context of the
target anatomy. Overall, the learning algorithm behaves
similarly to a human observer being instructed by an expert
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Figure 7. The syngo Auto OB application utilizes a knowledge-based approach, trained through thousands of expert labeled fetal
biometric images. These images were processed using a machine learning algorithm to develop a mathematical model describing
heuristic anatomical features.

in identification of target structures as well avoidance
of common pitfalls. Once training is complete, a pattern
recognition algorithm applies the learned knowledge
in analyzing new images. The algorithm identifies both
positive and negative regions of an image and computes
the probabilities of the target anatomy being located at
various locations and orientations. This approach eliminates the dependence of the algorithm on the presence
of any specific group of features. Instead, the algorithm
considers a dynamic combination of information identified in the image.
syngo® Auto OB measurements implements a statistical
pattern classifier method to perform automated measurements of common fetal biometric values including the BPD,
HC, AC, FL, HL, and CRL. Based on a training dataset of over
3,000 expert labeled clinical cases, this application quickly
identifies the target fetal anatomical structures as well as
performs appropriate measurements. This application both
reduces inter-user measurement variability for a given
image, as well as reduces total exam time. The interested
reader is referred to a more detailed explanation of the
application’s operation7, 8.

Conclusion
Knowledge-based applications share a common methodology of using human-like behavior to automate variety
of clinical imaging tasks. These applications apply a
heuristic approach to image analysis and quantification
as developed from intelligent algorithms of human
expert labeled cases or direct implementation of conceptbased algorithms. Compared with conventional methods, knowledge-based applications improve workflow
efficiency, reduce inter-user variability, and automate
labor-intensive imaging tasks. Overall, knowledge-based
applications, exclusive to Siemens ACUSON ultrasound
platforms, enable users to spend less time interacting
with an image in favor of the clinical information it
contains, thus facilitating increased information density
with simultaneous reduction in total study time.
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